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Garden A to Z Webinar #4 
April 11, 2020 
Improving the Older Garden: Re-design and Renovation 
Q & A - from chat and live/audio discussion, with butterfly/turtlehead update 
 
Note: Our first time compiling webinar Q & A in this way. Comments? 
 
Topic links: Lifting large perennials / weeding out vinca / weeding out euonymus  
/  removing sod, tools / smothering process / shady lawn / lumpy lawn / 
choosing to buy soil / replace poor soil / plant in clods of clay / use excess soil / 
perennial bed in book "after" / boxwood insects / hydrangea doesn't bloom / 
bindweed /edging sinks /weedy anemone / Japanese knotweed / wild garlic weed 
/ rocks, fabric / herbicide / magnolia scale / weeding out horsetail / prune 
serviceberry /  turtlehead and butterflies / daisy management /plant 
combinations / deer resistant wind block / prune viburnum / 
 
Regarding lifting large perennial clumps more easily by beginning with one 

wedge cut out from the crown: 
Catherine Robertson: The "root slayer" shovel really makes removing parts of 

grass, iris, shrubs etc so much easier.  I am so glad a friend introduced me to 
it. 

Janet Macunovich: My friend Deb swears by it and my sister bought me one this 
past winter. I haven't used it yet but will soon. (You can find it at many outlets 
by searching Root Slayer shovel on the internet.) 

Nancy: Wedge that grass with a sawz-all. works great! 
Janet Macunovich: Do be careful using power tools on dirt. Saws-all, chain saw... 

Coming upon a stone can make the tool buck and saw what you weren't 
aiming at.  

 
Gretchen Denton: How do you get rid of vinca??? 
Janet Macunovich: We generally dig it, the root's pretty recognizable and 

removable.  We replant and then watch for survivors. If we smother the area it 
can take a full year to die.  

Steven Nikkila: It is actually a woody plant and they take longer to starve under a 
smother. And the bigger and thicker the vinca the harder it is to dig. But like 
taking the wedge out of a large hosta, once you slice out the first row of vinca, 
it's all easier. 

Janet Macunovich: When I dig row by row through vinca branches can get cut 
loose and if they fall in under soil as I work they can root and grow back. So 
either be very careful that when you slice each square foot and lift it, that you 
don't drop any detached branches, or mow the area short first so there are no 
or few loose pieces. 

 
Audience: What about evergreen euonymus, getting groundcover euonymus out 

of an area? 
Janet Macunovich: That's a legitimate shrub, albeit one that spreads along the 

ground by growing roots from ground-level branches. Shrubs we cut short and 
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then dig out all rooted pieces. Or you may be able to raze it all to the ground, 
leave just bare stubs, then come back and keep pulling off any new growth, 
eventually starving it. If Gail Morrell is listening she is probably grinning and 
saying "Prepare for battle" because she's managed about 1/4 acre of 
euonymus for a client, a never-ending battle to keep it from spreading where 
it should not go and to make it look neat. 

 
Molly: Favorite sod removal technique? 
Steven Nikkila: Our favorite technique is not removal but smothering to kill the 

lawn. 
Janet Macunovich: Otherwise we cut the sod into squares, lift each one, knock 

loose soil off it then turn the sod upside down elsewhere, maybe with a 
smothering cover over it, to let it rot. It's often the best topsoil on a property, 
shame to throw it all away. That truck-sized hill we showed you early in 
today's webinar was all made from sod we took out in our own and clients' 
yards, turned upside down and stacked until we had the mound tall and broad 
enough. 

Steven Nikkila: You can find directions for smothering at GardenAtoZ.org 
http://gardenatoz.org/whats-up/this-week-in-our-gardens/the-smothering-

reprise/ 
and at 
http://www.gardenatoz.com/what's-up!/ensemble-weekly-editions/early-

spring/grow-762-lawn-repair,-smother-a-bed,-invasive-groundcover,-cool-
spring/ 

and at  
http://www.gardenatoz.com/what's-up!/ensemble-weekly-editions/late-

spring/what's-up-95-bird-berries,-smother,-rose-pests/ 
and at 
http://www.gardenatoz.com/media/4080/WhatsUp144b.pdf 
and at 
http://forum.gardenatoz.com/index.php?/topic/351-getting-rid-of-existing-

plants/?hl=smother - entry1174 
 
Ron: Our lawn is my question. It's shady. I overseed every year but it's gotten 

thinner and thinner until there is more bare dirt in some places than grass. 
Janet Macunovich: In terms of renovation, that's a step 3 problem. You know the 

species, you know it's health isn't good but you've decided it must stay. You 
don't have the need to make free space, it's already there. So when you get to 
step 3 you must improve growing conditions. If you're aerating and 
overseeding then what's left is light. For lawn that's the main thing anyway. 
Lawn is a sun lover. Even shady grass species want sun - they get planted in 
shady spots because they tolerate shade. Look up, how can you let it more 
light? To have a nice lawn and trees, that means you need a good arborist who 
can open up your trees.  

Pruning is best done all during the tree's life not just suddenly begun with big 
branches being lopped off. But a good arborist can ease a tree into a regular 
pruning schedule. If you can't do that, go with groundcover beds. 
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Steven Nikkila: An ISA certified arborist. (International Arboriculture Society 
members prove their quality by passing certification exams and committing to 
lifelong continuing education.) 

 
Barbara Nance: While we are on lawn issues, what can we plant in a shady area 

instead of grass that can take foot traffic? 
Janet Macunovich:  A path. No plant takes foot traffic like lawn grass. People 

don't realize how many years of breeding and selection went into choosing 
and refining grass species that we now use for lawn. We gardeners tend to 
neglect lawn and disdain them. Anyway, lay out paths for where you do most 
walking and in other areas plant low groundcover like ajuga and wild ginger. 

 
Barbara: Stay on lawns. what do you do with a lumpy bumpy lawn? 
Janet Macunovich: You can tear it all out, regrade the area then start over. Or you 

can topdress, rake, roll smooth, overseed and keep doing that. Unless it's s 
tiny lawn it's a big job. 

Mary: What kind of soil do you use? I've gotten soil that's so lumpy it's worse 
than what I already have. 

Steven Nikkila: You can use sifted topsoil. Some is good. Go look before you buy. 
Janet Macunovich: Or you can topdress with sand. Coarse sand, not play sand. 

It's weed free and grass can grow through1/2 - 3/4" It's what golf courses do, 
topdress with sand. 

 
Michele: In the outline coming up you list replacement of the top 9 inches of soil. 

Is that pertaining to any bed or only those next to a building/substantial item 
as stated in your notes?  Would a high organic soil mix for the top 9 inches be 
a 50-50 mix from someplace like State crushing? Individual bags of Dairy Doo 
etc would seem to get very expensive. 

Janet Macunovich: Replacing the top spade's depth of soil/9" would be for where 
soil near a building is dust dry and dead from so little moisture and thus no 
organic activity, or is hard packed soil like you'll see me breaking up at one 
point in this webinar.  

Steven Nikkila: We would use planting mix, which is supposed to be some nearly 
equal-parts sifted mix of compost and sandy loam, or "50-50 mix." That's 50% 
peat, 50% sandy loam screened together. We always go look at and feel the 
mix before we buy it because there is no one holding suppliers to any 
standards regarding soil.  

Janet Macunovich: Yes. We have seen people receive gray lifeless non-screened 
awfulness as "topsoil" and we have seen 50-50 mix containing clumps of dry 
peat so large that they could only impede growth. 

 
Robin Darnbrook: every time we get topsoil, it ends up turning into hard crack. 

where do you get good topsoil? Trying to grow grass in bare patches. 
Janet Macunovich: Like Steven said, 50-50 mix or planting mix. Lots of 

landscape supply places have them but we always go look first before we buy. 
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Michele:  I know you say that the plant roots can grow around those chunks that 
have been loosened. Do I need to worry about leaving air gaps around the 
roots of a plant I am returning to that area? I find it difficult to spread out the 
roots in such lumps and clumps and worry about air gaps against the roots 
before the top mix will settle into those spaces. 

Janet Macunovich:Planting in large clumps can risk air pockets, yes, but we make 
a wide hole, set the new plant in, backfill around the rootmass with clumps - 
not pressed down - then add whatever organic matter we are using, on top to 
make the watering ring. Then we water well and are pretty sure based on 
planting "take" that the spaces fill quickly with water plus our organic 
topressing. The weight of the water carries it down. 

Steven Nikkila: Just as an aside, one bed of clump clay I always think of was 
where we put a large bunch of perennials on hold for a summmer when two 
other beds in the yard turned out to have too much weed root embedded 
beneath. Those other beds had to be smothered, so we planted the plants 
slated for that bed in the other. When we came back in fall to check the 
smothered beds and move their plants, we had difficulty planting because the 
new plants had grown roots way out and AROUND the surrounding clumps of 
clay, like they had netted them. We had very heavy root balls to move because 
we wanted to move the whole clumpy ball. 

 
Michele: One more about taking soil out. What might be some ideas of where to 

put/uses of the "top 9 inches " of the bed that is being replaced? Can it be 
piled someplace in the yard and mixed in with summer grass & fall leaves  to 
compost and make useful again? 

Janet Macunovich: Excavated soil can almost always be used somewhere and 
rejuvenated by mixing it with or covering it with organic matter. There is new 
how-to about lowering beds that grew deep, were made too deep or both on 
our Forum 

 
Ann Hackett: You created a display garden at ...MSU? It was featured in a book 

you wrote which I love.  Have you renovated that one? Would love to see 
before and after photos of that. Perhaps someone else is managing it and not 
you. 

Janet Macunovich: That was one bed in the Michigan State University DeLapa 
Perennial garden that we took care of for a year to illustrate our book Caring 
for Perennials. It has been renovated but not by us. The recently retired 
horticulturist of those gardens, Renata Riebitz - she is one of the people we 
hope to have with us on some future webinar. Renata renovated that bed. 

Steven Nikkila: We have tried to get "after" pictures but it is very hard to even 
recognize the bed 25 years later, the trees have grown so much, everything's 
changed. But it's interesting you ask because that is precisely why we picked a 
public garden bed to illustrate the book - so that people could go see the spot 
for themselves. It's Bed 3 there. 

 
MOLLY: What are you cutting the sod with? 
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Janet Macunovich:  We cut with a spade, that rectangular blade shovel sized tool. 
WE keep it sharp and wear boots. 

 
Linda Pelloni: Our boxwoods have little white bugs that seems to resurface every 

year. How can we get rid of them? 
Janet Macunovich: You're probably talking about boxwood leaf miner and it's 

getting a bit far off from today’s topic so how about this advice: If they are 
small gnat like insects that flit around the plant in May those are the leaf 
miner adults laying eggs to start the cycle over again and you need to kill them 
with an insecticide or kill the juveniles while they are still inside the leaf 
maybe by pruning early and disposing of the clippings. Take a look at this 
article on Garden A to Z 

http://forum.gardenatoz.com/index.php?/topic/955-boxwood-leaves-cupped-
brown/?hl=boxwood 

 
Janet Roberts: I have a hydrangea transplanted five years ago. It faces west. It 

gets plenty of leaves but only one bloom each year. What might be the 
problem? 

Steven Nikkila: Janet, that's one of the Hydrangea macrophylla shrubs we 
pointed out earlier as one that, once you know the species, you should just get 
rid of if you live in the Midwest.  

Steven Nikkila: It will not bloom reliably because it blooms on two year old wood 
and much of that wood gets killed during winter here. 

Janet Macunovich: Throw it out. Or if you can't bear to throw it out but you have 
a friend in Cape Cod or Maryland, send it there. Hmm. Did you have it in a 
place five years ago where it did bloom reliably every year? There are 
microclimates. If you have such a one, you can move it back there. 

 
Carol Corbin: I agree bindweed is the worst.  Been battling it in a church bed for 

years and dig it out and dig it out and it rears its ugly head. 
The Duck: I HATE IT SO MUCH 
Janet Macunovich: After about 5 years of first digging all of it I could, then going 

through the garden looking sharpeyed for any pieces coming up and pulling 
them, I had it beat back to three spots. That was probably where the main 
roots were , the roots I couldn't each. Two were at the edge of the bed coming 
from roots under the lawn. One was from under a concrete walkway. It was 
kind of fun then. I could go straight to those places and pull anything showing 
there. I began to fantasize about working on the source - pulling t repeatedly 
where it appeared in the lawn. But then our term at that garden ended when 
the owner died. 

 
Luann: After a couple years my edging sinks way down.  How do you remedy 

that? 
Janet Macunovich: Usually that happens when there's a lot of pressure on one 

side of the edge. You may need to aerate more there, or put in a stone edge to 
spread out the foot pressure. And redig the trench, reposition the edging. A 
pain, we know! one of the reasons most of our beds have just cut edges. 
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Steven Nikkila: And it is really important to put the edge n straight up and own. 
 
Michele: Any advice for ridding a bed of the Canadian anemone ?  There roots are 

so fine and get around everything.  Got them from the zoo. Love them but they 
have taken over. 

Janet Macunovich: Same as for the Japanese anemone in the webinar, except the 
(Anemone canadensis) root is even more breakable. We dig all we can then let 
the area remain fallow a year under a smothering layer and we pluck out every 
piece that finds its way up through. 

 
Ann Hackett: Have you ever dealt with Japanese knotweed? I am suspicious of its 

existence on a property of an owner I know. My research shows that it's 
frightening and destroying homes in the UK! 

Janet Macunovich: Well I don't know about destroying homes but it is a tough 
weed with roots that are heavy and can run very deep. we do dig it but almost 
always must smother it too. If it’s running in from an adjacent property you 
may need a very deep roots barrier - we put in a 24" deep barrier once for that 
because that's how deep the roots were running. 

Steven Nikkila: Persistence pays. Our client friend Curt had it gone in a year 
because he went out every day and pulled what came up, after we dug it.' 

Janet Macunovich: I remember the one woman in Troy who took us very 
seriously and pulled or sprayed every bit of scouring rush and beat it in a year. 
It was bad to start with.  

 
Julie Jarrett: Please explain how to smother a plant. 
Janet Macunovich: You cover it so it has no light and use something with some 

tension but is degradable like thick newspaper or yard waste bags under a 
thick mulch. 

Steven Nikkila: We use paper 4-5 thicknesses overlapped by 10 or 12:.... Better to 
look at pictures. Look at the pictures in the articles we listed earlier 

 
Stacy Burden: What was the black piping for in the diagram using the carpet 

runner? Also, what do you use to smother unwanted plants 
JFSchenk: French drain probably, to move water. 
Janet Macunovich: Yes, I used the same trench I was digging to edge the bed to 

run a drain out away from a space I lowered by the house. To take water out to 
the swale. 

Steven Nikkila: Usually layers of newspaper. We still have a source! Sometimes 
yard waste bags cut open and laid flat, 

Barbara: I also use cardboard to smother instead of newspaper. 
Steven Nikkila: Yes, cardboard works. And if you have it, use it. 
Janet Macunovich: Cardboard takes longer to break down than paper and I don't 

like to have to remove a smothering layer when we plant. So if we use 
cardboard it's because we have something to smother that's going to take 
longer than a year to control.  

 
gretchendenton: What kind of mulch do you use to smother? 
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Steven Nikkila: Whatever kind we can get. Cheaper is better for us like just-
ground trees from tree trimmers. Because we put it on thick. 

 
jcarve: Managing wild garlic? 
Janet Macunovich: Like the nutsedge we showed here. It's a bulb plant and can 

rest dormant a year or more. You think you got it all but up it comes the next 
year. Really important to attack bulb plants when they are most actively 
growing tops, so the bulb is waning then, not getting fatter and spawning little 
new bulbs. We dig it NOW, then mark the spots and keep an eye peeled for 
survivors. Sometimes they just look like grass,' 

 
GAMadaffer: What did you say to put under rocks so weeds don't grow? 
Janet Macunovich: We didn't. We did say we sometimes put opaque tarps OVER 

rocks to smother weeds embedded in there. But nothing stops weeds from 
getting into rock crevices. You can put fabric under them and... 

Steven Nikkila: NO FABRIC! 
Janet Macunovich: I am not saying you should. Only that you could and weeds 

would still grow there.. Many people put fabric behind and under stone 
retaining walls thinking it helps keep the soil in place but a groundcover 
planted in the rocks does that better. Fabric behind rocks still allows erosion 
and prevents weeding and planting. It's a nightmare. 

Steven Nikkila: All landscape fabrics and plastics are nightmares. 
Janet Macunovich: Agreed. 
 
Barbara: Do you ever just use herbicide? 
Janet Macunovich: No. Several reasons. 1) We don't want to handle pesticides. 2) 

The newer formulations of Roundup are dangerous to lots of plants. Cause 
lots of collateral damage. 3) And most important we're gardeners. We like to 
watch things grow. To apply something then have to watch the plant die as it 
moves the poison to its rots and the roots starve, that's ugly and soul draining. 
I would rather get it over quickly, dig the weed out, or do it beautifully, under 
a smothering layer and wait. 

Steven Nikkila: We aren’t licensed to handle pesticides. 
Janet Macunovich: Because we don’t want to use them. It is effective to paint 

Brush-b-gone or roundup concentrate on freshly cut stumps of trees where 
digging them out would hurt the desirable plants. We've hired people to do 
that, and we've coached clients to do it. 

 
Karin Turmelle: I have a star magnolia that gets scale then sooty mold - seems to 

have recovered but some branches are peeling - cut hard?? 
Janet Macunovich: Sorry I missed the pruning part of this question Karin. 

Magnolia scale is probably responsible for the sooty mold. One good first step 
to reduce that by rinsing the branches from June all through summer. Just 
with the hose. The water knocks the new scales, the crawlers, off the branch as 
well as clearing away their excrement which is what the sooty mold grows on. 
If the scale infestation caused branches to die - it must have been a long-term 
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heavy infestation which is a little unusual for a star magnolia - do prune the 
dead. Maybe it's stressed in some other way and so it's susceptible? 

 
Robin Darnbrook: We have rampant horsetail up north. Any chance of ridding it? 
Janet Macunovich: Yes if you dig it early while it's blooming - flowers are those 

little knob-topped stems that come before the feathery leaves. Go after that 
thicker cigar-like root we showed you and break up the hard pan that is 
probably under your top layer of soil and is allowing the horsetail to thrive 
when other plants can't, where water sits on the hard pan and rots roots. And 
follow up, every week or two go look k for survivors. 

 
Michele: Besides taking out trunks of serviceberry can you take off some of the 

top? 
Janet Macunovich: Sure. But if I can get more light in and have a healthier tree by 

one time removing trunks I would rather do that then face every year or two 
pruning the canopy on 9 or ten separate trunks. 

 
Greg Hofman: Thanks for your excellent knowledge and communication! 
 
============Special expanded butterfly section ========= 
iPad: You showed pink turtlehead, it is poisonous to butterflies please only use 

the native white. 
Janet Macunovich: I do not like to dispute but that makes no sense to me. This is 

the native species and the native butterfly. 
iPad: No, at the southeast Michigan butterfly society meeting we just learned this. 

The pink one is not native here only the white one. 
Janet Macunovich: I will look into that because if it is the case we need to let 

people know. But I am doubting this. 
Postscript as of this compilation: Do not dig out your pink- or red turtlehead 

(pink Chelone lyonii such as 'Hot Lips' types, and red- C. obliqua). Do ALSO 
plant the white turtlehead, C. glabra. The first is so important to bumblebees, 
the second to the Baltimore checkerspot butterflies. None are poisonous. All 
three are native through a big chunk of eastern North America, the white- and 
red in the Great Lakes. 

Three parts and help from a number of experts to resolve the mystery. 
 

1) Chelone obliqua (red turtlehead) is native throughout the upper 
Midwest and Ontario (it looks pretty much like the pink). This per the USDA 
(plants.usda.gov), the Michigan- and Wisconsin Natural Features Inventories 
and Dr. David Michener at University of Michigan, who began his PhD work 
on the genus Chelone. All three species are native in the New England and 
southeast States and often grow together. The Baltimore checkerspot butterfly 
has evolved and survived despite needing and having to select the right one of 
these species. 

 
2) Plant white turtlehead - please! (Wildtypesplants.com - buy a flat of 38 
for $70 and spread them around!) The Baltimore checkerspot caterpillar does 
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require the white turtlehead. If its butterfly parent makes a mistake and lays 
its eggs on pink turtlehead the caterpillars will not survive. *They are not 
poisoned by the wrong plant, it simply does not fulfill their needs just as daisy 
or aster could not. (Luckily, mistake-prone butterflies did find the non-native 
English plantain which does meet their caterpillars' needs. Just in time 
because the white turtlehead is becoming quite rare due to wetland 
destruction.)  
 
This per the Maryland DNR's excellent website and Michigan's own Brenda 
Dziedzic, author of "Raising Butterflies in the Garden" and one of the brilliant, 
dedicated citizen-scientists who have brought butterfly gardening into the 
public eye and who are still correcting old material that is wrong or 
misleading. (For instance, Steven and Janet planted the pink turtlehead 35 
years ago specifically to host the Baltimore checkerspot, following information 
from among other sources, the Morton Arboretum butterfly gardening list. 
Those plants never have attracted a B'checkerspot - we should've caught on!) 
Turns out lots of authorities with all good intentions repeat others' material 
without verifying it. "I am going to have to sacrifice some butterflies this 
summer to research several things like this," said Brenda. "For instance there 
are references you think you can trust that say the American Lady caterpillar 
can host on ironweed as well as pussytoes and its relatives but I have tried and 
the caterpillars simply will not eat ironweed." 

 
3) Keep your pink- and red turtlehead! The bumblebees and other 
pollinators rely heavily on such late blooming, long blooming native plants. As 
David Michener says, "I probably have 25 square feet of the pink turtlehead 
and it is always mobbed with bumblebees." 
 
*Even later-breaking news! We have had a report from a very reputable 
source that Baltimore checkerspot butterflies have been successfully raised on 
Chelone obliqua 'Hot Lips'. So the final word is not in. LEt us know what you 
see and we will help the butterfly gardeners advance. 

 
To iPad: We are sorry we lost much of the audio from our Q&A including the 

minute where you gave us your name. We cannot contact you to keep you 
updated on what we learn about turtlehead and these caterpillars. Will you 
contact us, please? 

==================== 
 
Carol Ewing: I have tons of daisies. Do you recommend taking them ALL out? If 

they are in a wildflower setting that can work. In a more refined garden they 
can stay if someone accepts the work of cutting them back after bloom to 
improve their looks and dividing them every year to keep them from taking 
over all adjacent plant's areas and becoming decrepit in their own middle I 
grow them in clients' gardens and divide them every year. 

Carol Ewing: like the checkerboard method? 
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Janet Macunovich: If they are in a large area, yes. Smaller areas it's more a 
matter of digging everything out and replacing just 1/4 or less using the 
liveliest outside edge divisions. 

 
Michele: What to put in front of daisies? 
Janet Macunovich: Something with a late bloom period to cover for how blah the 

daisies are hen. Something with good foliage before and after bloom. Sedum 
Vera Jameson is one. Big betony (Stachys micrantha) is another. 

 
JFSchenk: What was shown with the blue star Amsonia?  And with the 

Rodgersia? 
Janet Macunovich: The blue star was alone in its photo. But as it's upright, light 

green and medium in  texture it looks good with coarser- and finer mounded 
and carpet-like plants such as hosta, Brunnera, Pulmonaria and wild ginger 
(Asarum canadense). (all deer resistant, too, esppecially the Amsonia.) The 
Rodgersia was shown with lady's mantle and if you looked quick in the corner 
the edge of some Irish moss. 

 
Michele: what could be a good wind block for bee hives? That has to be deer 

resistant too. 
Janet Macunovich: Perhaps bayberry, the native Myrica pensylvanica. Deer seem 

to leave it alone perhaps because the leaves are scented. 
 
Jack Witek: Best way to trim viburnum? 
Janet Macunovich: The viburnums all tend to sucker heavily -grow straight up a 

long way before ranching, when cut hard. So we  tend to cut them as we do 
lilac, taking one or more old trunks out every year right to the ground and 
leaving the rest alone. The presence of the close canopy of remaining limbs 
tends to discourage some of the wild straight-up growth. We showed pictures 
of this in Webinar #2, Too Big To Much. Pictures replace thousands of words! 

 
Steven Nikkila to everyone: Great webinar, gang. See you next week for Weeds: 

To know them is to Bea them 
Janet Macunovich: Bye all. This was fun. Many thanks for bearing with us 

through the new Zoom security snafu when we started today. 
 


